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Characterization of clones acting bicentrally and 
containing a primitive group 
LÁSZLÓ SZABÓ 
1. Introduction 
For a set F of operations on a set A the centralizer F* of F is the set of operations 
on A commuting with every member of F. If F= F** then we say that F acts bi-
centrally. The sets of operations on A acting bicentrally form a complete lattice !£A 
with respect to g . 
The clones acting bicentrally were characterized in [7] and [12]. The lattice 3?A 
was completely described for \A\=3 in [3] and [4]. Some further properties of \SCA 
can be found in [5] and [13]. 
In this paper for finite sets the clones acting bicentrally and generated by permu-
tations and constant operations are characterized (Theorem 1) and the clones acting 
bicentrally and containing primitive groups are described (Corollary 2 and Theorem 
5). As a corollary a characterization for basic groups is obtained (Corollary 6). 
2. Preliminaries 
Let A be an at least two element finite set which will be fixed in the sequel. The 
set of all M-ary operations on A will be denoted by ( n ^ l ) . Furthermore, we set 
U 0^'*. A set F Q 0 a is said to be a clone if it contains all projections and is nfel _ 
closed with respect to superposition of operations. Denote by [F] the clone generated 
by FQ0a. L e t / a n d g be operations on A of arities n and m, respectively. We say 
t ha t / and g commute if for any elements an, ...,amn£A we have / ( g ( a n , ...,aml), ..., 
...,g(aln, ..., amn))=g(f(an, ...,aln), ...,f(aml, ..., amn)). It can be easily seen t h a t / 
and g commute if and only i f / i s a homomorphism from (A; g)n into (A; g) (or g is 
a homomorphism from (A;f)m into (A;/)). 
• By the centralizer of a set FQ0A we mean the set F*Q 0A consisting of all 
operations that commute with every member of F. The set F* * is called the bicentra-
lizer of F. If F= F** then we say that F acts bicentrally. 
The set of all projections, the set of all permutations on A, and the set of all unary 
constant operations will be denoted by PA, SA and CA, respectively. 
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An operation fdOA depends on its /-th variable ( 1 ^ / ^ n ) if there are elements 
au ...,an, ale A such that f(ax, ..., 
We adapt the terminology of [6] except that polynomials will be called term 
functions. Consequenltly, for an algebra <H=(A) F> the set of its term functions and 
the set of its algebraic functions will be denoted by J(2l) and A (21), respectively. 
The algebra 31 is called complete (functionally complete) if 7,(9t) = 0i4 (/t(3l) = 0 i4). 
91 is trivial if 7X21) = J V 
Let A be a vector space over a field K. Then the algebra (A; 7), where 7 is the 
set of all idempotent term functions of the vector space A, is said to be an affine space 
over K. By a linear operation over the vector space A we mean an operation of the 
n 
form 2 A^i + a where ad A and the A, are linear transformations of A. It is easy 
¡=i 
to check that 7* consists of all linear operations over A. If a clone FQ0A consists 
of linear operations over a vector space with base set A, then we say that F is a linear 
clone. 
For a natural number n denote by n the set {1, ..., n}. Let B be a nonempty set 
and let m S2 . An M-ary wreath operation w on the set Bm is associated to transforma-
tions pi of B (i=l, ...,m) and maps r: m-+n, s: m-*m as follows. For x , = 
= (*<i, -,xim)dBm, i=l, . . . ,« , let 
w(*x, •••, x„) = (Pl(xr(l)s(l)), Pm(Xr(m)s(m)))-
If EQ Ô 1* then WE<m denotes the set of all wreath operations on Bm with ptdE. 
Now a set of operations FQ is said to be a wreath clone if there is a set B, a natural 
number m ^ 2 and a transformation monoid E Q 0 ( ^ containing idB such that 
(A; F) = (Bm\ WEtmy 
For a permutation group G acting on A. a subset BQA is called a block of G if 
for every gdG, either g(B)=B or g(B)DB = 0. The one-element sets {a}(adA) 
and A are called trivial blocks. A transitive permutation group G is said to be primitive 
if it has trivial blocks only. 
Following Salomaa [10] a permutation group G on a finite set A is basic if the 
(A; GU {/}) is complete for every surjective operation fdOA depending on at least 
two variables. 
Two algebras (on a common base set) are equivalent if they have the same set of 
term functions. 
We shall use the following result from [8]. 
Theorem A. A nontrivial finite algebra with primitive automorphism group is 
functionally complete unless it is equivalent to one of the following algebras: 
(i) 23m, where m a n d © is a functionally complete algebra with primitive 
automorphism group of composite order, 
(ii) an affine space over a finite field, 
(iii) (A; x + 1 ) , where (A; + ) is a cyclic group of prime order and 16^4\{0}, 
(iv) (A; x—y+z+1), where (A; +) is a cyclic group of prime order and 
16^4\{0}, 
(v) (A; xy+xz+yz), where (A; + , •) is the two element field. 
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We also need the following characterization of basic groups given in [9] (see also 
[1, 2]). 
Theorem B. A permutation group G on A is basic if and only if G is primitive 
and G is a subset of no linear clone and no wreath clone. 
Results 
Let G be a permutation group acting on A, and denote by Ga the stabilizer of the 
element a£A (that is Ga= {g£G\g(a) = a}). For any a£A let a = {x€A\GaQGx}. 
The next theorem describes the subclones of [5 ( UC / 1 ] acting bicentrally. 
Theorem 1. Let F g t S ^ U C J be a clone and put G = FDSA, C=Ff)CA. 
Then F acts bicentrally if and only if C contains every unary constant operation 
^ — {a} with a = {a}. 
Proof. For any a£A let us denote by ca the unary constant operation with 
value a. 
Let FQ [S^UC^] be a clone. First suppose that F acts bicentrally. Let 
/ € F * and choose an element a£A such that a={a}. If g€Ga then f(a, ...,a) = 
= f(g(a), ...,g(a))=g(f(a, ..., a)) showing that f(a, ..., a)£a and f(a, ..., a) = a. 
It follows that ca£F** = F. 
Now suppose that ca£C whenever a={a}. We have to show that F—F**. 
in [11] it is proved that [ S ^ U C J acts bicentrally. Thus we have F ^ g f S ^ U C J ^ 
' = [ S A U C J . Therefore it is enough .to show that F**fl (SAUCA)=GUC. 
Let A = {a1, . . . ,a„} and define an ;?-ary operation / as follows: 
i*i 
/ ( * ! , ..., x„) = \ 
if ..., xn) = (g(aj), ..., g(a„)) for some g£G, 
x2 otherwise. 
Now f£(GUC)*=F* and if g€SA\G then {/}*. It follows that F**DSA=G. 
For any a£A with ca$C and for any u£a define a unary operation ha u as 
follows: 
fg(w) if x = g(a) for some g£G, 
Ix otherwise. 
K,u(x) = 
Remark that h is well-defined. Indeed, if g 1 (a )=g 2 (a ) for some g l 5 g2£G then 
g f l o g 2 6 G a which implies g^og^G,, and g1(u)=g2(u). 
We show that ha U<EF* = (GUC)*. Let t£G and x£A. If x=g(a) for someg€<? 
then /(ha,„(x)) = / ( h a ' j g ( a ) ) ) = l(g(u))=ha_u(t(g(a))) = haJt(x)). If x(t{g(a)|g£ 
(G) then t(x)$ {g(a)|g€C?}, and therefore 1 (/if l>u(x)) = t(x)=ha<„(t(x)). Hence 
ha_„ commutes with t. Now let cb£C. Then b^ {g(a)|g€G} since b—g(a) implies 
c„=g~1ocb£Ff)CA = C. Therefore for any x£A we have c„(hau(x)) = b = hau(b) = 
=hBtU(c„(x)). Hence haiU£F*. 
Finally let ca£CA\C. By assumption there is an element u£a with u^a. 
Now ha u£ F* and ca(hau(u))=a=tu = hluu(a) = ha u(ca(u)) showing that ha<u and 
ca do not commute. Thus we have F * * f l C ^ = C a n d F * * n ( S ' , 1 U C j = ( F * * n S ' J U 
U(F*f lC^)=G ? UC, which completes the proof. • 
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Corollary 2. Let F ^ f S ^ U C x ] be a clone such that G = F C \ S A is a primitive 
permutation group. Then F acts bicentrally if and only if either F C \ C A = C A , or 
FC\CA=9 and G is a regular group of prime order. 
Proof. Since G is transitive and F is a clone, we have either F C \ C A = C A or 
Suppose that FC\CA contains every unary constant operation c„ with a = {a}. 
If F C \ C a = 0 then a^ia) for any a£A. Let a£A and x£a with x^a. Then 
G A Q G X . Since the stabilizer subgroups of two distinct elements cannot coincide in 
a primitive group of composite order (see [14; Prop. 8.6]), it follows that G has prime 
order. Hence G is a regular group of prime order. In this case a=A for any ad A. 
Finally apply Theorem 1. • 
Next we prove two lemmas. 
Lemma 3'. If 21 —(/4: F ) is a functionally complete algebra then F*Q 
i l ^ U C J and consequently F*=[End2l] . 
Proof. Using the functional completeness of 21, it is not hard to show that 
( * ) if 8 is a congruence on 2t" (w^ l ) then there exist ..., ik (ks0, 1 
< ik ^ n) such that 
9 = {((fllf ..., an\ (blt.... b„))e(Ar: a,, = bh,...., aik = bik). 
Clearly, then 8 has \A\k classes. 
Now let / 6 F* be an «-ary operation ( n s l ) . T h e n / i s a homomorphism from 
21" to 21 and therefore k e r / i s a congruence on 21". If ker f=(A")2 t h e n / i s constant 
and therefore / E t C J ^ S ^ U C J . If k e r f * ( A " f then (since k e r / h a s at most \A\ 
classes), by (* ) , there exists an i ( 1 ^ / ^ n ) such that 
k e r / = { ( ( a 1 ; ..., an), (blt ..., fcn))6(^")2: at=b,}. 
From this it follows that /depends only on its /-th variable, and /6[SA] g U CA]. • 
Lemma 4. Let 21=<^4; F ) be a functionally complete algebra and let 
Then the centralizer of F on AM coincides with WE<M where £ = E n d 21. 
Proof. Let / b e an n-ary operation on Am that is / : (Am)"—A. Let fx, ...,/m 
be the m-n- ary operations on A defined as follows: For any (aa, ..., aim)£Am, i= 1, ..., 
. . . , / 7 , let / ( ( a u , ..., alm), ..., (anl, ..., anm))=(f1(an, ..., anm), ...,/m(flu, ..., anJ). 
Observe t h a t / i s a wreath operation if and only if each depends on at most one 
variable, y'= 1, ..., m. 
Now / £ F* on Am if and onyl i f / i s a homomorphism from (2Im)" into 2Im which 
is equivalent to t h a t . . . , / m are homomorphisms from (2Im)n into 21. The latter 
means exactly t h a t . . . , / m € F * on A. Taking into consideration Lemma 3, this is 
equivalent to that f , . . . , /m6[End 21]. This completes the proof, n 
The following theorem completely describes those clones acting bicentrally and 
containing a primitive permutation group which are not contained in [S^UC^]. 
Theorem 5. Let FQ be aclone acting bicentrally and containing a primitive 
permutation group such that F<£ [S^ U CA]. Then we have for F one of the following 
five possibilities: 
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(1) (A; F)9z(Bm; WE>m) where B is a finite set, and E=GUCB with 
GQSB a primitive group of composite order, 
(2) F is the set of all linear operations over a vector space with base set A, 
(3) F= {x+l}* where (A; + ) is a cyclic group of prime order and l£/4\{0}, 
(4) F=[{x— y+z+l}] where (A; +> is a cyclic group of prime order and 
(5) F=0a. 
Proof Let F satisfy the hypothesis of the theorem. If F*=PA then F=F** = 
=P*=0A that is we have case (5). Let us suppose that F*^PA. Then (A; F*) 
is a nontrivial algebra with primitive automorphism group. If (A ; F*) is functionally 
complete then, according to Lemma 3, we have F= F**Q [SAU C^] contrary to our 
assumption on F. Hence (A; F*) is not functionally complete. Therefore, taking into 
consideration Theorem A, we get for the algebra (A; F*) one of the cases (i)—(v). 
If (A; F*)=(Bm; H) where m^ 2 and 93 = (B; H) is a functionally complete 
algebra with primitive automorphism group of composite order, then Lemma 4 
shows that (A; F)={A; F**)^(Bm\ WE>m) where . £ = E n d S . In [8; Lemma 1] 
it was proved that a finite algebra with primitive automorphism group of composite 
order has idempotent term, functions only. Therefore all unary constant operations" 
on B belong to End 93. Hence £ = E n d 93=Aut 93UCB and w'e have (1). 
In case (ii) and (iii) F enjoys property (2) and (3), respectively. In case (iv) it is 
easy to show that F=F**={x-y-\-z+\}* = [{x—y+z+\}], that is we have (4). 
Finally for {A; F*) the case (v) cannot occur. Indeed, it can be shown easily 
that if (A; + , •> is the two element field then {xy+xz+yzj* = [SA[JCA] and 
F— F**= {X>' + XZ+>'Z}* = [5'aUCj4] contradicts our assumption on F. • 
Combining Theorem 5 with Theorem B we get the following characterization for 
basic groups. 
Corollary 6. A permutation group G acting on A is basic if and only if 
(GUf)**=0A for any operation 
Proof. If G is primitive then our statement follows immediately from Theorem 5 
and Theorem B. If G is imprimitive then, by Theorem B, G is not basic. Let B be a 
nontrivial block of G and choose an element adB. Define a unary operation / and 
a binary operation g as follows: 
a if X(LB, 
x otherwise, 
g(x, y) = { 
x if (x, j>) — (t(u), t(vj) for some t£G and u, v£B, 
y otherwise. 
Then it is easy to check that Furthermore, {g}*^0A since if u, v£B, 
u^v, and htO^ is such that h{u)£B and h(v)£A\B then h${g}*. Therefore 
(GU{/})* + g = { g } V O x , which completes the proof. • 
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